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Workshop Exercises - Determining the required battery capacity for a 
household/commercial grid connected PV system with batteries 

 

1. Residential battery backup system site survey 

A customer who is connected to the grid would like to install a battery system. They have experienced 

a few unexpected power outages and want to make sure that the next time an outage happens they have 

backup energy supply for the most important loads. They have expressed a desire for up to 6 hours of 

backup (one evening equivalent) and have identified the following loads for backup and expected 

maximum usage time.  

i) Complete the load table to calculate the required backup load, max demand, and surge demand. 

 

ii) What happens to the energy load, max demand and surge demand if the following energy 

efficiency measures are implemented: The existing incandescent lights swapped with 25W 

compact fluorescent lights (CFL), with a power factor of 0.9, the existing plasma TV swapped 

with equivalent size LCD TV at 120W, and the microwave taken off the backup loads list (fill 

out the second table provided).  

 

Table 1: Backup loads given by customer 

Appliance No. Power 

(W) 

Usage 

time 

(hour) 

Energy  

(Wh) 

Power 

factor 

Potential 

max 

demand 

(VA) 

Surge 

factor 

Potential 

surge 

demand 

(VA) 

Lounge room 

lights 

2 75 5 2 x 75W 

x 5h = 

750Wh 

1 2 x 75÷1 = 

150VA 

1 150VA x 1 

= 150VA 

Bedroom 1 

lights 

1 75 1  1  1  

Bedroom 2 

lights 

1 75 1  1  1  

Bathroom 

lights 

1 75 1  1  1  

Fridge 1 150 3  1  1  

Television 1 250 3  0.8  1.3  

Laptop 

computer 

2 60 2  0.8  1  

Pedestal fan 1 60 6  0.8  2  

Microwave 1 1200 0.5  0.7  1.3  

Total energy load   

Maximum demand   

Surge demand (VA)  

Note: the fridge is assumed to have a 50% duty cycle, ie during the 6 hours of backup, it is assumed 

the fridge compressor is operating only half of the time. 
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Table 2: Adjusted backup load list swapping incandescent lights for CFLs and removing microwave 

use from list. 

Appliance No. Power 

(W) 

Usage 

time 

(hour) 

Energy  

(Wh) 

Power 

factor 

Potential 

max 

demand 

(VA) 

Surge 

factor 

Potential 

surge 

demand 

(VA) 

Lounge room 

lights 

2 25 5 2 x 25W 

x 5h = 

250Wh 

0.9 2 x 25÷0.9 

= 55.6VA 

1 150VA x 1 = 

55.6VA 

Bedroom 1 

lights 

1 25 1  0.9  1  

Bedroom 2 

lights 

1 25 1  0.9  1  

Bathroom 

lights 

1 25 1  0.9  1  

Fridge 1 150 3  1  1  

Television 1 120 3  0.8  1.3  

Laptop 

computer 

2 60 2  0.8  1  

Pedestal fan 1 60 6  0.8  2  

Total energy load   

Maximum demand   

Surge demand (VA)  

 

All the following questions are based on Table 2 

2. Residential battery energy requirement 

Calculate the total design energy required from the battery (ETOT) 

Use the equation: ETOT = EAC ÷ ηINV 

Assume ηINV value of 0.9 

 

What is the total design energy required from the battery for the load list shown in Table 2? 

_________ Wh 
 

 

3. Deriving residential battery capacity required 

Use the equation: Battery Capacity (Ah) = ETOT ÷ (Vdc × DOD) 

Assume the system is 12V and depth of discharge (DOD) value of 0.6 (i.e. 60%).  

Note: DOD value can vary from 0.25 to 0.9 depending on battery technology and expected cycling 

frequency. For lead-acid batteries, the more times it’s expected to cycle, the lower the DoD value 

should be. 

 

What is the total design battery capacity for the energy requirement calculated? _________ Ah  

 

4. Deriving the discharge current  

4.1: Calculate the required discharge current from the battery for the maximum demand calculated.  

Use the equation: Discharge current (A) = Demand (VA) ÷ (Vdc × ηINV) 

Assume the system is 12V and ηINV is 0.9 (90%) 

What is the required discharge current for the maximum demand calculated for Table 2? 

___________ A  
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4.2: Calculate the potential surge current. 

Use the equation: Surge current (A) = Surge demand (VA) ÷ (Vdc × ηINV) 

Assume the system is 12V and ηINV is 0.9 (90%) 

 

What is the surge current calculated? ___________ A  

 

5. Selecting the battery 

Use the datasheet provided to select the battery banks required for the backup system. Assuming the 

battery capacity is based on the C10 rating. 

 

Example: if required capacity is 500Ah, the battery model selected at C10 must be 500Ah or higher.  

The selected battery must be capable of providing: 

• The maximum demand current at C5 

• The surge demand current at C1 

 

Check the discharge current of the battery by dividing the capacity by the C hour rating. For example, 

the discharge current of a 400Ah@ C5 is 400/5 = 80A. Conversely, if a maximum demand discharge 

current of 200A is required at C5, then a battery with a capacity of 200 x 5, i.e. 1000Ah, must be 

selected. Similar check must be made for the surge current. 

These checks ensure that the battery voltage does not drop to the point it trips the inverter. 

 

5.1: Battery model and capacity suitable for battery capacity determined in Question 3?  

Model __________________________, Ah capacity___________________________ 

 

5.2:  What is the minimum battery capacity required at C5 to provide maximum demand discharge 

current determined in Question 4.1? 

_________________________________Ah capacity___________________________ 

 

5.3: Battery model and capacity (at C5) suitable for maximum demand discharge current determined 

in Question 4.1?  

Model ___________________________, Ah capacity___________________________ 

 

5.4:  What is the minimum battery capacity required at C1 to provide surge demand discharge current 

determined in Question 4.2? 

 

_________________________________Ah capacity___________________________ 

 

5.5: Battery model and capacity (at C1) suitable for surge demand discharge current determined in 

Question 4.2?  

Model ____________________________, Ah capacity___________________________ 

 

5.6:  Based on the three battery models determined in 5.1, 5.3 and 5.5 which model would you select 

and why? 

Model ___________________________, Ah capacity___________________________ 
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6. Commercial grid connected PV system with battery backup site survey 

An owner of a small business wants to safeguard against loss of power from occasional planned and 

unplanned outages. They are thinking of installing a battery backup system.  

The owner would like one day’s worth of backup, as planned outages sometimes last from 8am to 

5pm, which overlaps with the business hours. If unplanned outages last longer than one business day, 

the owner would reduce trading hours or obtain a back-up generator. 

The surveyed load for the business is as follows: 

Please complete the empty columns 

Table 3: Backup load list identified at the small business 

Appliance No. Power 

(W) 

Usage 

time 

(hour) 

Energy  

(Wh) 

Power 

factor 

Potential 

max 

demand 

(VA) 

Surge 

factor 

Potential 

surge 

demand 

(VA) 

Building lights 

(fluorescent) 

10 36 8 10 x 36W 

x 8h = 

2880 Wh 

0.9 10 x 

36÷0.9 = 

400 VA 

1 400VA x 1 

= 400VA 

Printer 

(Printing) 

1 550 1  1  1  

Printer 

(standby) 

1 7 7  1  1  

Kettle 1 1500 0.5  1  1  

Fridge 1 150 4  1  1  

Desktop 

computer and 

monitor 

2 200 8  0.8  1.3  

Laptop 

computer 

1 60 8  0.8  1  

Pedestal fan 3 180 8  0.8  2  

Mobile phone/ 

laptop charger 

1 60 1  1  1  

Total energy load   

Maximum demand   

Surge demand (VA)  

Note: duty cycle of the fridge is assumed to be 50%. 
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7. Commercial battery energy requirement 

Calculate the total design energy required from the battery (ETOT) 

Use the equation: ETOT = EAC ÷ ηINV 

Assume ηINV value of 0.9 

What is the total design energy required for the load list shown? ___________ Wh  

 

8. Deriving Commercial battery capacity required 

Calculate the total battery capacity required for the two scenarios outlined by Table 3 

Use the equation: Battery Capacity (Ah) = ETOT ÷ (Vdc × DOD) 

Assume the system is 48V and depth of discharge (DOD) value of 0.6 (i.e. 60%).  

Note: DOD value can vary from 0.25 to 0.9 depending on battery technology and expected cycling 

frequency. For lead-acid batteries, the more times it’s expected to cycle, the lower the DoD value 

should be. 

What is the total design battery capacity for the energy requirement calculated? ___________ Ah  

 

9. Deriving the discharge current  

9.1: Calculate the required discharge current from the battery for the maximum demand calculated in 

Table 3 

Use the equation: Discharge current (A) = Demand (VA) ÷ (Vdc × ηINV) 

Assume the system is 48V and ηINV is 0.9 (90%) 

What is the required discharge current for the maximum demand calculated for Table 3? 

___________ A  

 

  9.2: Calculate the potential surge current. 

Use the equation: Surge current (A) = Surge demand (VA) ÷ (Vdc × ηINV) 

Assume the system is 48V and ηINV is 0.9 (90%) 

What is the surge current calculated for Table 3? ___________ A  

 

10. Selecting the battery 

Use the datasheet provided to select the battery banks required for the backup system. Assuming the 

battery capacity is based on the C10 rating. 

 

Example: if the required capacity is 500Ah, the battery model selected at C5 must be 500Ah or higher.  

The selected battery must be capable of providing: 

• The maximum demand current at C5 

• The surge demand current at C1 

 

Check the discharge current of the battery by dividing the capacity by the C hour rating. For example, 

the discharge current of a 400Ah@ C5 is 400/5 = 80A. Conversely, if a maximum demand discharge 

current of 200A is required at C5, then a battery with a capacity of 200 x 5, i.e. 1000Ah, must be 

selected. Similar check must be made for the surge current. 

These checks ensure that the battery voltage does not drop to the point it trips the inverter. 

 

10.1: Battery model and capacity suitable for battery capacity determined in Question 8?  

Model _________________________________, Ah capacity___________________________ 
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10.2:  What is the minimum battery capacity required at C5 to provide maximum demand discharge 

current determined in Question 9.1? 

_________________________________, Ah capacity___________________________ 

 

10.3: Battery model and capacity (at C5) suitable for maximum demand discharge current determined 

in Question 9.1?  

Model ___________________________________, Ah capacity___________________________ 

 

10.4:  What is the minimum battery capacity required at C1 to provide surge demand discharge current 

determined in Question 9.2? 

_________________________________, Ah capacity___________________________ 

 

10.5: Battery model and capacity (at C1) suitable for surge demand discharge current determined in 

Question 9.2?  

Model _________________________________, Ah capacity___________________________ 

 

10.6:  Based on the three-battery models determined in 10.1, 10.3 and 10.5 which would you select 

and why?  

Model ___________________________, Ah capacity___________________________ 

Reason: _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
 

Supplementary Questions 

Note: These 2 questions are undertaken in your own time. Go to Question 11. 

 

A. What could be done to reduce the battery size?  

 

B. What if the backup hours are reduced to 4 hours only? What would be the result? 
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11. Sizing the battery for zero export 

You have been tasked with sizing a battery for a commercial building with zero export. An 

approximate load and generation curve has been provided for the day of the year with the highest PSH.  

 

 
The building has a 10kW PV system installed with a system efficiency of 80% (this includes all the 

losses between STC rated PV array and the load). It has been determined that the PV generation exceeds 

the load for approximately 3 hours. The total irradiation during this time is 3.8kWh/m2.  

 

11.1: If the load during this period is a constant 8kW, calculate the excess PV generation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.2: Using the following information, determine the minimum battery capacity (in kWh and Ah).  to 

store the excess PV generation: The system will be in a.c. bus configuration with an interactive inverter   

• Battery voltage: 24V 

• Maximum DoD: 60% 

• Interactive Inverter, efficiency in charger mode: 90% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12: Assume an average load of 3 kW after 6pm (close of business) and a battery with a 550Ah 

capacity has been chosen. How long can the battery provide backup to the system assuming it starts at 

full charge? 

Assume 

• Battery voltage: 24V 

• Maximum DoD: 60% 

• Inverter efficiency: 90% 
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Practice load tables 

  

Appliance No. Power 

(W) 

Usage 

time 

(hour) 

Energy  

(Wh) 

Power 

factor 

Potential 

max 

demand 

(VA) 

Surge 

factor 

Potential 

surge 

demand 

(VA) 

Building lights 

(fluorescent) 

 36   0.9  1  

Printer 

(Printing) 

 550   1  1  

Printer 

(standby) 

 7   1  1  

Kettle  1500   1  1  

Fridge  150   1  1  

Desktop 

computer and 

monitor 

 200   0.8  1.3  

Laptop 

computer 

 60   0.8  1  

Pedestal fan  180   0.8  2  

Mobile phone/ 

laptop charger 

 60   1  1  

Total energy load   

Maximum demand   

Surge demand (VA)  

 

Inverter efficiency ηINV: __________ 

Depth of discharge (%): __________ 

System voltage (V): __________ 

Battery capacity required (Ah): __________ 

Battery maximum demand current(A): __________ 

Battery surge demand(A): __________ 

 


